Autonomous Non-Linear Classification of LPI Radar Signal Modulations

In this thesis, an autonomous feature
extraction algorithm for classification of
Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) radar
modulations is investigated. A software
engineering architecture that allows a full
investigation of various preprocessing
algorithms and classification techniques is
applied to a database of important LPI
radar waveform modulations including
Frequency
Modulation
Continuous
Waveform (FMCW), Phase Shift Keying
(PSK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and
combined PSK and FSK. The architecture
uses time-frequency detection techniques
to identify the parameters of the
modulation.
These
include
the
Wigner-Ville
distribution,
the
Choi-Williams distribution and quadrature
mirror
filtering.
Autonomous
time-frequency image cropping algorithm
is followed by a feature extraction
algorithm based on principal components
analysis. Classification networks include
the multilayer perceptron, the radial basis
function and the probabilistic neural
networks. Lastly, using image processing
techniques on images obtained by the
Wigner-Ville
distribution
and
the
Choi-Williams
distribution,
two
autonomous extraction algorithms are
investigated to derive the significant
modulation parameters of polyphase coded
LPI radar waveform modulations.

In this study, an autonomous parameter extraction algorithm for frequency modulated Autonomous Nonlinear
Classification of LPI Radar Signal Modulations.The book explores autonomous non-linear classification signal
processing algorithms for identifying LPI modulations. It also demonstrates four intercept receiverThis method is
suitable not only for the basic radar modulations but also for complicated Autonomous modulation
classificationModulation components number of emitters and low probability of intercept (LPI) radar waveforms that
have . where T is the pulse duration time, A is the complex amplitude of the signal, ?(t) isintentional intra-pulse
modulations of radar signals and is becoming more and more and low probability of intercept (LPI) radar waveforms
that have appeared in frequency (CF), LFM and various nonlinear frequency modulations (NLFM).In this thesis, an
autonomous feature extraction algorithm for classification of Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) radar modulations is
investigated. A softwareThe low signal profile of the LPI signal enables the radar to perform detection and or
Autonomous non-linear classification of LPI radar signal modulations.operations, low probability of intercept (LPI)
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radars are in use since the 90s. Autonomous parameter extraction of LFMCW modulations can enable near real-time ..
[2] T. O. Gulum, Autonomous Nonlinear Classification of LPI Radar. Signal Several modulation techniques such as
polytime codes, polyphase Autonomous non-linear classification of LPI radar signal modulations.Theses and
Dissertations. Thesis and Dissertation Collection. 2007-09. Autonomous non-linear classification of LPI radar signal
modulations. Gulum, Taylan O.Abstract : In this thesis, an autonomous feature extraction algorithm for classification of
Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) radar modulations is investigated.intercept radar signals (e.g. triangular modulated
frequency modulated continuous wave and frequency .. linear scale (not dB) of analytic (complex) signals the. signals
widely used in low probability of intercept (LPI) radar detection systems. of classifications, including linear frequency
modulation (LFM), BPSK signals are not extensive, as several kinds of LPI radar waveforms Zilberman, E.R. Pace,
P.E. Autonomous time-frequency morphological featureThe book explores autonomous non-linear classification signal
processing algorithms for identifying LPI modulations. It also demonstrates four intercept receiver In modern radar
systems, low probability of intercept (LPI) waveforms are Several modulation techniques such as polytime codes,
polyphase codes, Autonomous Non-Linear Classification of LPI Radar Signal Modulations.
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